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From the End to the Beginning 

An Analysis of Disney-Pixar’s Wall-E 

 

Disney-Pixar’s Wall-E tells the story of a small robot trapped cleaning on the trash-

covered Earth. Set at a time later in the future, Wall-E displays the fate of the Earth as people 

have fled from the surface and are now living on spaceships. Trash compactors have been placed 

all throughout Earth to clean up the waste and make Earth livable once more. Wall-E tells the 

story of the last working unit on Earth and his travels. Wall-E meets another robot named EVE 

early in the film and follows her back onto a spaceship full of humans known as the Axiom. We 

come to learn that EVE was searching for any signs of organic life on Earth to see if it was once 

again inhabitable. Wall-E searches for EVE as she is stuck in an inanimate state after Wall-E 

presented her with a small plant on Earth. Wall-E finds EVE in the captain’s quarters and the 

plant is eventually used to plot a course back to Earth where the humans have to start a new life 

on Earth. Wall-E uses cinematography, sound, and narrative to portray the story of the two 

robots and the struggle between the characters and their own inhibitions.  

According to Film Art by Bordwell and Thompson, narrative is a chain of events linked 

by cause and effect occurring in time and space (Bordwell 

and Thompson 79). The narrative of Wall-E is used to 

This eye-level medium shot displays the 
moment when the Captain discovers Wall-E on 
the ship. He notices the dirt on Wall-E which 
starts a chain of events that leads to the 
imminent return to Earth. 

This high angle long shot is the establishing 
shot to introduce the setting of Wall-E’s home. 
The piles of compacted trash have replaced the 
skyscrapers of large cities indicating that this 
process has taken a very long time and may not 
ever be completed. 



   

portray the political stance of the popular Keep It Green campaign and many other similar 

stances that have grown in popularity over the past few years. The portrayal of humans living in 

outer space is shown as a negative thing as everyone is tremendously overweight and is confined 

to living in chairs. The narrative comments on the negativities of not only pollution but 

technology as well. All of the residents of the Axiom are connected by screens where they can 

talk to each other and order food. All food comes in a form of a shake and robots clean up the 

messes that the residents make, so the humans rarely move anything other than their arms. The 

commentary on the laziness of people helps drive the narrative as the focus is taken off of the 

common subject of humans and shifted on to robots. Wall-E is driven by an underlying motif of 

life and the struggle between organic life and robots. As seen in the image to the right, the robot 

wheel in the middle ground and the human captain in the foreground create a balance between 

human and robot control over the Axiom. The robot wheel, known as Otto, is the autopilot for 

the Axiom. In a later scene, Otto fights against the captain to destroy the plant Wall-E and EVE 

have brought to the ship. This certain scene in the film highlights the climax as Wall-E saves the 

plant and the fate of the humans’ future is placed into Wall-E and EVE’s hands. Wall-E and EVE 

represent the harmonious blend of technology and organic life as they respect both organic life 

and technology.   

One of the most interesting aspects of Wall-E is the use of point-of-view. As the film 

begins, we see everything through Wall-E’s point-of-view as the narrative moves sequentially 

until the arrival of EVE. As EVE arrives, the viewer continues along with Wall-E’s point of view 

until Wall-E follows EVE onto the Axiom. The point-of-view shifts to the captain as EVE 

arrives in the captain’s quarters with confirmation of organic life on Earth. This shift in point-of-

view helps the viewer make a connection between the lives of the people on the Axiom and the 



   

importance of the previous scenes on Earth. As Wall-E has found EVE and the focus has shifted 

to the fate of the humans, the goals of Wall-E and the captain blend together. Throughout the 

remainder of the film, the point-of-view continuously shifts between Wall-E and the captain as 

the captain fights Otto and Wall-E and EVE try to recover the plant and insert it into the machine 

that plots the route back to the source of the life form – Earth – which helps drive the narrative 

forward until the return to Earth.  

Wall-E’s most interesting use of film form is the manipulation of sound. Since Wall-E 

and EVE occupy the screen for the majority of the film and cannot talk besides the saying of 

their names. “At many times, a film’s narration deliberately blurs 

boundaries between spatial categories” 

(Bordwell and Thompson 285). Sound is used 

in this way to help tell the story portrayed in the 

film. As seen in the image to the right, this 

scene with Wall-E and EVE in Wall-E’s shack 

uses an interesting arrangement of sound to display the interaction 

between EVE and Wall-E. This shot shows a use of repetition that references a scene from the 

beginning of the film where Wall-E was alone in his shack watching a scene from Hello Dolly. 

The scene from Hello Dolly fills in the void of traditional lines and portrays the emotion Wall-E 

is feeling as he shows EVE the scene. The scene from Hello Dolly ends with a man and woman 

holding hands which Wall-E relates to as an action of affection. The song used in the scene from 

Hello Dolly is repeatedly used throughout the film as Wall-E hums the tune onscreen and the 

song is also used off-screen. The song is initially introduced during the film’s opening as the 

music comes on from a non-diegetic source and then transfers to a diegetic source as Wall-E 

In this eye level full shot, Wall-E is 
showing EVE a scene from Hello Dolly to 
portray his feelings. 

This low angle close up of Wall-E is 
used to display a sense of solitude on 
the Earth just before the Axiom lands 
and EVE is released onto the surface. 
The shift in sound between the two 
shots displays a sense of tension in 
Wall-E as he approaches the unknown. 



   

heads to his shack and begins to hum the tune. This fusion of diegetic and non-diegetic sounds is 

used throughout the film as non-diegetic sounds – sounds outside the on-screen world (Bordwell 

and Thompson 284) – portray the emotion of the main characters. Particularly the song from 

Hello Dolly is used repeatedly to display moments of harmonious interaction between organic 

and technological life. In the scene displayed in the image below, sound is used to display Wall-

E’s uneasiness with the arrival of the Axiom as the sound shifts from a playful arrangement of 

horns and woodwinds to an abnormal silence. The absence of music at this point in the film 

breaks the rhythm of sound as a continuous stream of different songs were used to display Wall-

E’s actions to this point. The arrival of the Axiom replaces the playful music with the loud noise 

of the spaceship landing on the surface and robotic noises as machines are dropped onto the 

surface to release the EVE unit. This same use of sound is used in the final scene of the film as 

the humans return to Earth to symbolize the unknown. As the Axiom lands on the surface, the 

camera returns to the same angle and the same sounds are recreated from the scene above to 

show that the humans are now in the place that Wall-E was at in the beginning of the film. 

Wall-E uses cinematography in a similar way as sound to help define the characters and 

drive the narrative forward. The majority of the film is shown from eye-level medium and full 

shots, so upon the use of a close-up or a long shot, the viewer can easily understand that the use 

of the shot is emphasizing the importance of what is onscreen at the time. 

The use of the shot in the image below emphasizes one of the most 

memorable scenes in Wall-E. This scene displays the transition between 

Earth and space as Wall-E holds onto the Axiom and plays with the stars. 

This scene is a long take as Wall-E is allowed a bit of time to rest This low angle long shot portrays the shift 
in the mood of the scene as the repetition 
of the eye-level medium shots is broken. 



   

between his searches for EVE on Earth to his search for EVE on the Axiom. “Long takes tend to 

be framed in medium or long shots. The camera lingers on a fairly dense visual field, and the 

spectator has more opportunity to scan the shot for particular points of interest” (Bordwell and 

Thompson 216). The previous scene was filled with tension as EVE returned to the Axiom and 

Wall-E had to scramble to get to EVE before the Axiom departed. All of the aspects of film form 

from the previous scene shift in this scene as the scene is filled with a sense of serenity and 

solitude. The scene begins with an extreme long shot of the Axiom in space and shifts to this 

long shot of Wall-E as he runs his hand through the stars. The use of these shots breaks the 

repeated pattern of medium and full shots to display a shift in mood of the entire setting. After 

the ending of this scene, the length of the takes once again become shorter and the shots return to 

the eye-level medium shots from before. 

 The image to the left shows the very first contact Wall-E has with EVE. The 

use of deep space in this close-up creates an interesting composition as the 

background is out of focus, centering the attention on EVE. The use of deep 

space – the sense of significant distance separating planes (Bordwell and 

Thompson 154) –  creates the sense that there is an emphasis on technology 

over nature. As we come to learn a few minutes later, EVE has been sent 

searching for signs of life on the Earth, which creates an even more interesting inference of this 

scene. The framing of the close-up shot of EVE places emphasis not only on EVE’s face, but on 

her gun as well. After becoming aware of her role in the narrative, it can be inferred that this 

particular shot is portraying EVE as the guardian of life on Earth, emphasizing the main theme of 

the film linking the use of cinematography and mise-en-scene with the main theme of the 

narrative. 

The use of this eye-level close-up is our 
first glimpse of EVE upon her arrival on 
Earth. The use of the close-up helps the 
viewer know that EVE is an important 
aspect of the film. 



   

 Wall-E utilizes the concepts of cinematography, sound, and narrative to create a deep and 

engaging film. Though Wall-E is known as a kids’ movie, the subplots and aspects of film form 

used throughout the film help easily relate the film to older viewers. The animated style of the 

film combined with the flawless execution of film form grabs the attention of viewers of all ages 

and cultures. 
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